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About you!
Maureen has been a
regular client at Anson
Physiotherapy since
2005. She comes in to
have her low back and
her hip worked on
with Lori. Of course,
she does all of her
home exercises on her
own as well! This allows her to maintain
her mobility and get
on with her day!
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"Life isn't as
serious as
the mind
makes it out
to be."

Eckhart Tolle
Here is Linda, our clinic manager and
new laser tech, with her cool safety
glasses. She is using our new laser
system to help promote healing and
decrease pain.

Here is Shahnaz with her super cool
safety glasses as well enjoying relaxing
while she is getting her knee treated!
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Walking: an excellent easy exercise!
We are often asking our clients
to get their bodies moving as
part of their rehabilitation. Often we picture gyms, or sports
activities but an easy and effective alternative is walking. Just a
good pair of supportive shoes
are needed—along with some
perseverance and determination. Walking is an good functional activity that benefits your
heart and lungs along with your
buttocks and leg strength. You
can start slowly—as little as ten
minutes a day and gradually
work up to 30—60 minutes of
aerobic activity.
Remember to stand tall, let your
arms swing naturally and think
about your pace. This is the time
to walk at a brisk pace that challenges you but still allows you to
succeed. It is also a great way to
burn more calories and keep

your weight down.
Adding in hill work will further
increase your aerobic challenge.
Be careful not to add too much
too soon or you will be coming
to see us with your aching feet
or knees.
Sometimes a walking journal is
helpful to see how far you can
go and help make you accountable for your activity.
Also a partner helps. It is a
great way for friends to
catch up and visit and also
get some exercise in.
After your walk, think
about adding in in these
simple stretches for your
legs to keep everything
supple.

Social notes!
There are a few changes yet
again as we go into the Fall.
Marnie, one of our front desk
staff that has been with us for
years, retired. We all had a great
pedicure good bye party for her
in July. Best wishes to her—we
will miss her. So we have an addition, Chris, who joined us part
time.

Kelsy got full time hours at her
other clinic and has moved there
full time much to our dismay. We
wish her the best in her career.
We all had short periods of time
off this summer. Lori got to go to
Alaska on a cruise with her entire
family in honour of her parents
50th wedding anniversary. Her
favourite part was hiking on the
glacier after a helicopter ride.
Check out the pictures on the
back page!
Trish and her hubbie checked out
Shuswap and part of the Kettle
Valley railway on their bikes as
well as much relaxing and reading on the beach.

Mhairi got married on the b each
in the sunshine this summer.
She also recently took a Sports
first Aid course getting ready for
football season that is coming up.
She is excited about that!
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Low Intensity Light Therapy (LILT)
How long does treatment take?

We have just purchased a very
high tech laser system to add to
our clinic. It is here to help with
decreasing pain and helping
your body to heal tissues.
“The technology utilizes superluminous and laser diodes to irradiate
abnormal tissue with photons; these
particles of energy are absorbed by
a variety of molecules resulting in
the conversion of light into biochemical energy. Multiple positive
physiological responses are thereby
initiated and normal cell morphology and function are restored.”

There are three different heads
of the laser that are used. One
is a red laser, the next an infared laser and the last is a
handheld laser. Each one
brings in different wavelengths
of light.
Initially you have to be assessed
by a physiotherapist in order to
see if this is a good treatment
option. She will re-assess you

Treatments range from just over
30 minutes to just over an hour
depending on the condition being
treated.
Are there any side effects?
Unlike most pharmaceutical solutions and other therapeutic options, laser therapy is non-toxic,
non-invasive and in over one million individual treatments, no significant adverse effects have been
noted. You may feel some mild
aching of the area and if you do
then you can ice the area.
after a few treatments as well.
Regular physiotherapy treatment is still the most important :
education, exercises to
strengthen and stretch, manual
techniques to work on joints
and soft tissues, posture work.
The laser provides another option for some of the more
chronic issues as well as another modality for the more
acute injuries. Typically you will
book the laser treatment on an
alternative day to physiotherapy
treatment.

The word laser is an acronym for Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation. A laser produces photons of light
with specific characteristics

Physiological effects of LILT includes
an increase in:
•

•

•

DNA synthesis—the protein
building block essential to the
process of cell regeneration

•

Modulation of cellular components involved in the healing
process—i.e. macrophages, fibroblasts, lymphocytes etc

Collagen production—increases
tensile strength of muscles, tendons and ligaments

Stimulation of

Endorphins—morphine like substances produced by the body
to reduce the sensation of pain

-lymphatic drainage

-immune response
-angiogenesis

How many treatments are required?
The number of treatments depend
on the chronicity and the extent of
the pathology involved. Most people require 1 - 3 treatments to start
to see the results. The recommended amount of treatments
ranges with the average 9.4.
Are there any contraindications for
laser treatment:
One should not use this modality if
you are in the first trimester of
pregnancy or if you are on photoactive medication.

Our appreciation goes out to all
of you that refer friends & family
to us.

Thank you!
We continue to strive our best
to create a peaceful, supportive
healing environment and to continue to serve you.

About us:
Anson Physiotherapy has been in service since 1993. We treat all
ages of individuals for all areas of problems: back, neck, shoulders, elbows, knees, feet, hands etc. We focus on longer treatment
times for personalized, individual attention from our university
educated physiotherapists. Pain control, education, therapeutic
modalities and hands on techniques (manual therapy) are all important tools in our treatment. Personalized exercise programs
using the ball or weights along with stretching and posture work
are mainstays of our practice.
Our team of therapists Trish, Mhairi, & Lori, and our administrative staff, Linda, Linda N., Chris and Noelle are here to help
you with your mobility!

Super Easy Pizza For the Oven or the Barbecue
Stir dry ingredients together in a large bowl. Add cooking oil to the dry
ingredients. Gradually add warm water while kneading together until
you have a smooth elastic texture to your dough. (I have never used the
whole 2 cups of water) place in oven with light on for an hour if you
have time, it makes for a flakier crust, other wise feel free to roll it out and
if you are baking it in the oven proceed with first baking 425F for 20 minutes remove from oven and cover crust with (tomato sauce, olive oil and
garlic, sambal oelek or barbecue sauce) whatever taste appeals to you.
Add toppings and bake for a further 8-10 minutes at 425F.
If you are baking on the barbecue you want to have your BBQ on indirect medium and bake pizza at 350F for approx. 30 min. You do not prebake the crust and you keep your toppings fairly light. I even pre stir fry
my veggies and then I know for sure the pizza will be cooked through
good on top.
TIP:
TIP add cumin seed, garlic, black pepper or other spices to your crust
and bake the flavour in.
Roll out pizza rounds between 2 pieces of greased wax paper for easy
clean up.
Makes 2, 12 inch crusts

Ingredients for Crust:
3 cups flour
2 1/4 tsp instant yeast
1 Tbsp baking powder
1 tsp sugar
1/4 tsp salt
6 tbsp cooking oil
maximum 2 cups warm
water

